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Our Sune coffee table transports the
senses to a starry-skied forest with a
curved dark mix petrified wood top and
brass metal accent. Its resin trunk adds
a tree trunk-like appearance. 
24”L x 22”W x 17”H

Gorgeous banana bark panels are
hand laid to create a naturally striking,
graphic finish. Its concentric starburst
pattern on top and chevron-patterned
base evoke a sophisticated and slightly
retro.
42"D X 30"H

Our two-tiered Waylon bar cart formed
from highly contrasting mappa burl
makes serving drinks an elegant and
enjoyable endeavor.
·29"L X 19"W X 36"H

In an abstract shape inspired by
flowers, six layers of rattan, whose
densely braided edges coax them into
waves, provide a soft diffused light.
Available in Dark charcoal, hunter
green, natural and white rattan. 
22"D X 18"H

Stacked cast resin creates the organic
shape of the Zuri console. Our Zuri
console is available in three finishes
aged gold resin, antique bronze resin
and flat white resin. 
48"L X 18"W X 31"H 

We gave our glamorous, textured
Grier an inspired update: this
reconstituted stone console table now
has an elegant oval keyhole pedestal.
Each piece is handmade and built to
withstand varied elements. 
78"L X 18"W X 32"H

Standing atop tapered legs with
elegant rounded corners, our Amara
dresser exudes a refined touch.
Natural irregular grain patterns of
popular burl add character to its glass
top reveals caned panels.
48"L X 20"W X 34"H

Made from naturally contrasting
mappa burl and a sleek knob per
drawer, this piece is as elegant as it
is functional. Given the nature of the
material, each pattern is one-of-a-
kind. 
60"L X 20"W X 32"H

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/lr46ob6smaa9jikyeb6a2/h?rlkey=4dyfubuo7nzuotn0dc2s05spo&dl=0
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COMPANY INFORMATION

At Made Goods, we focus on creating special statement pieces for luxury designers and boutiques. We collaborate with artisans
from around the world to create our collections, which include mirrors, furniture, lighting, and decorative accessories.

Texture and materials are our primary focus, giving our pieces a look and feel that is uniquely Made Goods. We can also customize
our line to
meet your specific needs.

Appointments are required to visit the showroom. Please email press@madegoods.com for appointment information.

We look forward to working with you!
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